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1. Introduction and Mission Overview
People of today’s world can only dream about a future in which the human race is a multi-planetary society. The
overall goal of the Asimov City mission is to take humans one step closer to that achievement. Asimov City would
place 24 people on Mars and allow them to live independently of Earth, giving these settlers a priceless opportunity
to study both the planet itself and the impact that the planet’s characteristics has on their own bodies. The mission
consists of a wide range of factors, from mining and refueling operations at the Moon to small-scale nuclear fission
reactors and life-sustaining habitat modules on the surface of Mars. Every single aspect of the mission is an essential
contribution to the successful placement of a human settlement on Mars.
1.1. Mission Statement
The Asimov City mission is to “develop an evolutionary series of technologies and missions within current and
projected space exploration budgets that will result in at least 24 people living on Mars independent of Earth by the
year 2054.”
1.2. Budget
In order to fund the program through its
duration, Asimov City will use the NASA
Exploration Budget of $4,505M from the 2016
President’s Budget Request Summary.1 The
project will receive an increased funding of
$3105.6M per year in 2025 corresponding to a
discontinuation of the International Space
Station program. Additionally, the program will
be appropriating 20% of NASA’s nonexploration, non-ISS related programs from
2015 until 2043. All analysis was done in
current 2015 US dollars. A Cost Estimate
Analysis was performed using tools from the
Cost Estimating Web Site,2 hosted by the NASA
Johnson Space Center (JSC). This website is
Figure 1. Full Breakdown of Budget per Fiscal Year
currently unavailable, so the models were
derived from the source code of a 2006 hosting of the website, archived by the Internet Archive digital library. The
models used were implemented over different years, and so had differing values of constant year dollars. These were
scaled to 2015 dollars using the inflation indices provided by the FY14 NASA New Start Inflation Indices software.3
The cost estimation of spacecraft was performed using the JSC Spacecraft/Vehicle Level Cost Model (SVLCM).4
This gave values for the nonrecurring cost of spacecraft as well as the first-unit recurring cost. Following a
suggestion from the RASC-AL Costing Webinar,5
the nonrecurring costs were spread over a minimum
of eight years. Missions which were deemed
complex were instead spread over up to twelve
years. This was done using the JSC Cost Spreading
Calculator,6 which is a polynomial approximation
of a beta distribution. Additionally, nonrecurring
costs of similar spacecraft were discounted using a
Block Number learning curve of 78.2%, as can be
found in the JSC Advanced Missions Cost Model
source.7 Recurring costs of spacecraft were
discounted using a learning curve of 80%. Finally,
the JSC Mission Operations Cost Model8 (MOCM)
was used to model operations costs, using the
summed costs produced by the previous models as
Figure 2. Graph of Expenses on Yearly Basis
an input. In order to account for indirect cost, a
multiplicative Overhead Factor of 1.5 was introduced to all spacecraft costs. Costs of existing purchases, such as the
SpaceX Falcon launch vehicle were done using analogy costing. Costs such as for the continuation of the SLS

program as well as additional purchased launch vehicles were assumed to have indirect costs included in their price
and were not scaled. The cumulative program cost was used as an input to the MOCM to model the overall program
management and operations cost. With these additions, the overall program is cost is $211.5B, and has an annual
budget margin of 22.5%. A minimal margin of 1.9% happens in 2040. Below is a plot of the expenses per year
versus the yearly budget.
1.3. Mission Architecture Overview
Program architecture is divided into five main phases: Exploration; Resource Acquisition and Refueling; Habitat
Transport; Crew Transport and
Construction; and Independence.
Beyond 2054, the settlement is
independent from Earth aside from
crew rotations at every available launch
window. It was assumed that
replacement crews from Earth had the
resources to launch themselves to low
Earth orbit. Or, since the Dragon has a
capacity of 7, those additional 3 seats
could be sold commercially as a multiday trip in space, which could offset the
costs of the vehicle and the launch. In
Phase 1, Exploration, missions are sent
to the Moon, Mars, and Mars’ moons
Phobos and Deimos. The goal of this
phase is to determine the type, location,
and quantity of available resources and
Figure 3. Mission Architecture Breakdown
to identify the specific location for the
settlement. This phase begins in 2017 and ends in 2040.
In Phase 2, Resource Acquisition and Refueling, facilities are built to exploit and processes these resources and to
enable later mission architecture. Specifically, mining facilities will be built on the Moon to harvest water, which
will be processed into propellants and transferred to fuel depots at the Earth-Moon Lagrange point 1 (EML1) and in
lower Martian orbit. In-space refueling allows for heavier payloads to Mars and makes crew transport possible.
Phase 2 begins in 2025 and runs indefinitely as refueling is needed.
In Phase 3, Habitat Transport, habitat components and equipment will be transported to the Martian surface. This
includes the habitat structures, crew surface vehicles, autonomous construction vehicles, a resource processing plant,
and solar panels and nuclear reactors. Spacecraft will be launched to LMO for high data rate Earth-Mars
communication and fast local Mars communication. Phase 3 begins in 2031 and ends in 2042.
During Phase 4, Crew Transport and Construction, crew will be transported from Earth’s surface to the Martian
surface. Each crew of four will launch from Earth on a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket and dock their Dragon spacecraft
with an SLS upper stage carrying an inflatable deep-space vehicle. Transit to Mars will take approximately 180
days. The first crew will launch in 2044 and the final crew will arrive in 2053. After arriving at Mars, crew will
transfer to a reusable powered descent/ascent vehicle, which will take them through the atmosphere to the surface.
Once crews arrive, astronauts will construct the modular surface habitat, set up power systems and resourcegathering infrastructure, and begin growing their own food.
Phase 5, Independence, begins in 2054 and will begin a shift in the crew’s focus from infrastructure setup to
scientific discovery. Crews will conduct exploration missions, human factors testing, and work to develop new
technologies to better utilize Martian resources such as regolith 3D printing and Martian-air breathing propulsion.
2. Phase 1: Exploration
The main purposes of the exploration phase are to choose landing locations for both lunar mining and Martian
habitat development and to discover the composition of Mars’s moons: Phobos and Deimos. The phase will begin in
2017 and will continue through 2040. The exploration phase will begin in 2017 with the launch of the Lunar

Flashlight Mission. The purpose of this innovative, low-cost mission is to categorize the areas of highest water
concentration on the Moon’s south pole, by using its solar sail as a mirror to reflect sunlight onto the permanently
shadowed regions and identify their composition with a spectrometer.9 Information gathered by the Lunar Flashlight
will be used to choose a propellant mining location on the Moon by 2019.
In 2020, two exploration missions will be sent to Mars to assist in
habitat location selection: the Mars 2020 rover and the DSx probes
missions. The Mars 2020 rover will feature a design similar to that
of the current Mars Science Laboratory rover but with a different
science package, designed to search for signs of ancient microbial
life. The second Mars exploration mission, DSx, is comprised of 37
probes that will penetrate the Martian surface in two primary
regions: Hellas Planitia and McLaughlin Crater. These locations are
the primary and secondary settlement locations and were selected
based on radiation exposure levels of less than 13 rem/year, 8-12
hours of sunlight, possible surface or subsurface water availability
and large-scale landing capability. Within Hellas Planitia, DSx
Figure 4: Ballstic Coefficient Determination
probes will land in three sub-regions: Eastern Lowlands, Terby
Crater and Eastern Highlands. Each probe is encased in a ceramic aeroshell with a ballistic coefficient of 38 kg/m2
(determined with Figure 4), which will break upon contact with the Martian surface and allow the probe to penetrate
up to 1m below the surface. The probe will host a motor to drive a sample collector into the regolith and collect a
0.1g sample. This sample will be heated in 10 Kelvin increments to measure water vapor content.11 The process will
repeat hourly and the mission will last approximately 2-3 days, until the probes’ batteries die. This experiment will
determine material and water availability in these regions, test communications capabilities at low altitudes on Mars,
and, with the help of data from Mars 2020, be used to select an official settlement location by 2022. Both missions
will be launched on an Atlas V in July 2020 and will arrive in January of 2021. The final aspect of the exploration
phase is the PADME and LADEE mission to Phobos and Deimos. This is a modular satellite vehicle that can be
reconfigured easily to do different tasks. The total launch mass of LADEE is 383 Kg (248.2 Kg dry). It has a power
production of 295 Watts, more than sufficient for the instrument package.12 The predicted program cost will be
about $100M, without launch costs. The purpose of the mission is to determine the composition of Phobos and
Deimos by completing 10 Phobos and 5 Deimos flybys.
3. Phase 2: Resource Acquisition and Refueling
Refueling stations throughout the mission path increase payload capacity as increasing fuel requirements reduces
payload capabilities. In order to transport high-mass cargo such as habitat modules and construction equipment to
Mars, a refueling station utilizing the Moon’s resources becomes necessary. With three rockets as the maximum
going to Mars in one launch window, and 110 metric tons of fuel required per rocket, a requirement of 330 metric
tons every six months becomes the main design criteria.
3.1. Moon Mining
Shackleton Crater has been shown through neutron spectrometry to contain high concentrations of hydrogen and up
to 55,000 parts per million13 of ice throughout the lunar regolith at its base. This number will be confirmed during
the Lunar Flashlight mission when it orbits the moon in 2017. The power source for the mining equipment and
processing plant will come from solar panels laid at the rim on the crater on a Peak of Eternal Light, an area in the
region that receives sunlight throughout the year due to its elevation. Due to power restrictions in the lighting of the
crater, mining within a six month period will be reduced to a five month period. With a twenty percent loss assumed
between digging and refueling the Fuel Transport Vehicle (FTV), a daily requirement of 45 metric tons of regolith
arises. Lunar soil density is 0.75 metric tons per cubic meter15 leading to 60m3 of mined regolith required per day.
Lunar mining consists of two major components: (1) the miners required to collect regolith and (2) the processing
plant needed to extract the ice, electrolyze the water into LOX and LH2, and store the fuel until it will be transferred
to the FTV. The four miners, tanks, electrolyzer, oven, and other supporting equipment will be shipped together on
one descent vehicle. The descent vehicle will land at the outside of the crater, where it will await crew for initial

setup. The total regolith required will be collected by four miners, each working a rotation of operational, charging,
and standby shifts of eight-hours. If one miner becomes non-operational, remaining miners will begin an 8-hour-on,
8-hour-charge cycle with no standby to maintain the requirement of 45t of regolith mined per day. Regolith will be
dumped onto the conveyor belt from the miners and brought into the oven, where it will be heated to turn the ice into
vapor and either collected and pumped into the electrolyzer or stored in tanks as the crew’s water supply. The used
regolith will be removed from the oven via a second conveyor belt. Electrodes within the electrolyzer convert the
H2O into H2 and O2, which will then be condensed to a liquid and pumped into the respective tanks. A similar
mining and electrolysis system will be constructed on the surface of Mars for propellant production as well as
drinking water for crew.
To refuel and recharge the Fuel Transport Vehicle (FTV), a refueling boom with a pivoting base will extend to the
refueling ports of the FTV where LOX and LH2 will be pumped from the tanks on the descent vehicle and into their
respective tanks on the FTV.

Figure 5. Moon Miner Vehicle
Figure 6. Moon Miner Avionics Layout

3.1.1. Manned Lunar Mission
The main objective of crew operations on the Moon is to set up the required amount of solar panels to operate the
miners and processing facility. Each day, 100m2 of solar panels will be transported to the rim and installed by the
crews, with all panels being installed within eight weeks. The next four weeks are
specifically allocated for monitoring miner and processing plant operations in
addition to completing any required maintenance. The crew will descend and ascend
from the surface using a modified Boeing Reusable Lunar Lander, will be living in a
Magellan Mk2.0 (see Figure 7) pressurized rover during all mining setup and servicing
missions, and will utilize modified Z-2 spacesuits throughout the duration of the mission. The
Magellan Mk2.0 was designed for a nominal mission duration of 90 days with a 30 day
contingency; however, the original Magellan was designed for only 42 days. To increase
mission duration, the habitable volume was increased according to the NASA 2011
averaged habitable volume
curve.17 According to
this curve, for a total
mission duration of
Figure 7: Magellan Front View 120 days, the
volume
needed
per crew member should be just below 19m3 for a
total of 58.4m3 (see Figure 8). Thus to meet this
requirement, the hull length of the Magellan was
increased by one meter such that the each crew
member will have 18.9m of habitable space. While
the primary mission on the Moon is to set up the
required resource acquisition infrastructure to get
Figure 8: Habitable Volume Requirement for Magellan Mk2.0

future crews to Mars, this lunar mission is also a testing grounds for new technologies and vehicles. The Magellan
rover, while only the Mk2.0 version and not the Mk2.1 Mars version, as well as the modified Z-2 spacesuit are being
tested on the Moon in partial gravity for the first time. This will provide the opportunity to make modifications and
improvements before the long-duration Mars mission. In addition to the original crew, there will be 30-day duration
maintenance missions once every five years in order to upkeep the facility and equipment.
3.2. Fuel Transport Vehicle
The FTV has two spherical fuel tanks, one with LH2 and one with LOX (see Figure 10). The tanks were sized to
hold 103 metric tons of total fuel, with 40 metric tons of fuel as a payload and 63 metric tons of fuel for flight. For
simplicity, the RL-10B engine was chosen, and the fuel was split into a ratio of 5.85:1 LOX to LH2. The highest tank
stress comes from the pressure required to maintain oxygen and hydrogen as liquids on the moon. The trusses on the
inside of the FTV hold the spherical tanks in place and are designed to withstand extreme loads. The highest design
load on the FTV could come from a crash load on one landing strut at 5g, with the next highest loads coming from
the force of that crash load when it is distributed across the intertank truss (the truss connecting the LH 2 tank to the
LOX tank) and the docking truss (the truss connecting the LOX tank to the docking mechanism). All of the trusses
and struts are designed with a safety factor of 3, since failure in any of the trusses would lead to loss of the vehicle.
All expected loads and stresses are shown in the loads table in Figures 11 and 12. The FTV has a micrometeorite
shield to protect it during transit between the Moon and the EML1 Fuel Depot (see Figure 10). The micrometeorite
shielding is made of a 1 centimeter-thick aluminum plating that will wrap around the outermost radius of each
section of the inner trusses as well as the upper part of the engine block.

Figure 10. FTV without micrometeorite shielding
(left) and with shielding (right)
Figure 9. Mass of Starting Propellant in FTV in
relation to the Remaining Propellant after Specific
Delta-V with 40t Payload

Structure
LOX Tank
LH2 Tank

Limit Load (MPa)
22.2
23.6

Factor of Safety
2
2

Margin of Safety
0.24
0.17

Figure 11. FTV Tank Structural Limits, Safety Factors, and Safety Margins

Structure

Outer
Radius (m)

Landing Struts

0.15

Intertank Truss
Docking Truss

0.05
0.05

Length/s
(m)
8.80,
8.98
5.64
2.69

Thickness
(m)

Limit Load
(MPa)

Factor of
Safety

Margin of
Safety

0.02

16.6

3

0.11

Solid rod
0.02

14.0
10.9

3
3

0.32
0.69

Figure 12. FTV Component Structural Information

3.3. EML1 Fuel Depot
The EML1 Fuel Depot is located at the Earth-Moon L1 Lagrange point. It has the capability to hold 330t of LOX
and LH2 propellant. The depot was designed to enable full refuels of three SLS upper stage propellant tanks after
they have carried a 50t payload to L1 per launch window. Though the expected payload of each SLS is 50t, the
EML1 depot gives the mission the capability of transporting up to an 88.5t payload to Mars per SLS, a 54.4t

increase over an unfueled SLS (see Figures 11 and 12). The depot features a zero boil-off (ZBO) storage system that
utilizes both active and passive cooling techniques including multi-layer insulation, foam insulation, a heat shield,
and a cryocooler. The depot has a power requirement of 25 kW, comprised mostly of the power needs of the
cryocooler, along with the RCS thrusters, and the avionics system. This power requirement is filled with solar panels
placed over the heat shield. It will utilize the International Low Impact Docking Standard for docking with the SLS
upper stage during refueling and the FTV during fuel transfer. The EML1 fuel depot has a 10t dry mass and a 340t
gross mass, and will be launched using three SLS rockets between 2028 and 2029.

Figure 13. Payload Mass from LEO to LMO
3.3.1.
Design Parameters
with No
Refuel

Figure 14. Payload Mass from LEO to LMO with
Stop/Refuel at L1.

Figure 15. EML1 Fuel Depot

The tanks were designed to be cylindrical with spherical endcaps. The high density of LOX made it easy to store in
a relatively short tank, but the low density of LH2 lead to very long tanks. A single LH2 tank would not be able to fit
in the payload fairing of an SLS due to its length, so the LH2 tank was split into two tanks of equal lengths. The full
configuration of the fuel depot is shown above (Figure 13). The EML1 Fuel Depot will experience a wide array of
high loads. The highest expected load for the tanks will come from the pressure needed to maintain oxygen and
hydrogen as liquids inside the tanks. The LH2 tanks and LOX tank are connected via the intertank connectors. The
highest expected load for the intertank connectors should come from the moment created by the Reaction Control
System (RCS) thrusters firing. A docking truss supports the docking mechanism on the depot. Failures in structures
with a safety factor of 3 would destroy the depot and lead to loss of mission. A summary of the limit loads, safety
factors, and safety margins for the EML1 Fuel Depot components is shown below (Figure 14).
Structure
LOX Tank
LH2 Tank
Intertank Connector
Docking Truss

Limit Load (MPa)
28
29.3
14.7
10.9

Factor of Safety
2
2
3
3

Margin of Safety
0.53
0.43
0.88
0.69

Figure 16. Table of EML1 Depot Structures and Corresponding Load Limitations, Safety Factors, and Safety Margins

3.3.2. Station Keeping and Reaction Control System
Station-keeping will be required to maintain the position of the EML1 Fuel Depot. It was estimated that the yearly
delta-V cost for a vehicle stationed at EML1 would be approximately 10 m/s to 150 m/s.16 Assuming an Isp of at
least 350 seconds, the range of propellant costs on a yearly basis were between 1.0t and 14.5t. These values were
determined based on the assumption that the fuel tanks were at the maximum mass of 330t. The RCS thrusters used
for station-keeping were designed to use LOX and LH2 already available in the depot as propellant. They will be
angled at 15ᵒ to reduce plume impingement; their mass flow rates and thrust levels were adjusted to account for the
thrust loss due to the angled position. Analysis of the pump requirements to produce this mass flow rate for both
tanks showed that the pumps would require a total of 339 W.
3.3.3. Concept of Operations
The EML1 Fuel Depot was designed to accommodate three 110t refuels of the SLS upper stage within a two week
launch window and have time to fully refill before the next launch window (approximately 26 months). Although a
refueling failure of an SLS could result in the payload missing its launch window, it would be possible to shift future
launches to accommodate for this, creating a fairly redundant and reliable system. Since launches are more spread

out later in the prime mission, a refueling failure would not affect the mission’s 2054 deadline. The depot takes less
than 26 months to fully refuel, and actually does so in about 17 months If an FTV fuel transfer were to fail, the depot
would have 9 months to reach full capacity with extra trips of the FTVs before a refuel would need to take place.
Most launch windows have 3 SLS refuels, which result in an empty depot at the end of the launch window. Some
launch windows only have one or two SLS upper stage refuels, especially once crew transport begins. As a result,
the minimum amount of fuel in the depot would be more than zero. Therefore, within the current mission
architecture, the depot will always have enough fuel to support the necessary refuels barring any catastrophic
failures. Such failures could include the loss of both FTVs, fuel leaks, or multiple SLS upper stage refueling failures.
3.4. LMO Fuel Depot
Two LMO fuel depots will be located in Low Mars Orbit, and will each have the capability to hold 120t of liquid
oxygen and liquid hydrogen propellant. Several vehicles, particularly the CTV and the Ascent/Descent vehicle,
required additional propellant in order for them to successfully accomplish their individual tasks, and the LMO fuel
depots will provide that. The design constraint for these depots was that they store as much propellant as possible,
given the constraint that they must fit into two
SLS launches. They are simply scaled down
versions of the EML1 fuel depot. Figure 17
shows the mass of fuel in each depot from the
year 2038 until the end of prime mission in
2054. Starting with the Habitat #7 and 8
launches in 2037, the depots will begin to be
filled with excess fuel from the SLS upper
stage. Each SLS upper stage with an
approximately 50 t payload (including EDL
vehicle) will arrive at LMO with 35 t of
excess fuel. The small dips in the fuel levels
starting in 2045 represent the 13t of fuel
Figure 17. Fuel Mass in Depot between 2038 and 2054
used by the crew EDL vehicle after refuel.
These dips are immediately replenished due to the extra fuel contained in the SLS upper stage carrying the CTV and
Dragon capsule. The larger drops in fuel levels are representative of the SLS upper stage refuel needed to return the
CTV to EML1 to pick up another set of crew members. For the CTV to get back to EML1, it requires a 36 t refuel.
After 2054, each propellant depot will be full, and there will be enough propellant left within the depots to support
six trips of the CTV back to EML1. This means that in the case of an emergency, all 24 crew members could be
brought home over the course of 2 launch windows without the need for replenishing the depots. In an emergency
situation, having two propellant depots would also be useful because 2 SLS upper stages could be refueled
simultaneously, allowing for all three CTVs to make it back to EML1 within the two week launch window.
4. Phase 3: Habitat Transport
The third mission phase is the Habitat Transport phase, which begins in 2031 and ends in 2042. The purpose of this
phase is to prepare the landing site for human arrival by sending all necessary construction materials and resources
to the surface of Mars, as well as to Mars orbit. These components include the communication satellites as a
secondary payload to the first habitat mission. These satellites will assist with the landing of future payloads and will
reside in Mars orbit. A crew ascent/descent vehicle will also be placed in orbit until it needs to be used to assist with
landing of the first settlement crew. On the surface, habitat components, cranes for construction, pressurized and
unpressurized rovers, solar panels, nuclear reactors, and Mars mining equipment for water and propellant production
will be landed, along with supplies that the astronauts will need to live such as freeze-dried foods and other objects
that will not expire.
4.1. Communications Network
The Mars settlement will utilize a universal satellite
network, called the Mars Universal Network (μNet),
to handle all communication needs. This network will
be composed of 15 microsatellites that are placed at
areosynchronous orbits at an altitude of 2500 km. The
constellation shown in the Figure 18 maximizes the
coverage visibility of the Martian surface such that
there are always at least 3 satellites visible to a user on
Figure 18. Mars Universal Network Constellation

the ground. This network will not only be used for
space communication, but will also be used as a GPS
system. The GPS will drastically increase the precision
of EDL activities. Lastly, the system will be used by the
Mars habitants as a satellite internet provider. This will
require the setup of a ground server that updates the
satellites with up -to -date internet data. μNet satellites
will operate primarily at X- band frequency, but the
antenna and transponder system will be able to handle
Ka- and Ku- band for long range communication and
UHF for short range. The satellites were designed to
Figure 19. Cargo Entry, Descent, and Landing Vehicle
support an antenna gain of 35.15dB, allowing for a
link margin of 3.83 dB. Each satellite will weigh no more than 42kg and will be powered by two ultra-lightweight
photovoltaic arrays. Station keeping will be made possible by four onboard micro pulsed plasma thrusters.
4.2. Cargo EDL
The Cargo Entry, Descent, and Landing (CEDL) vehicle, a two-stage expendable descent vehicle, will be slowed
during entry primarily by an inflatable hypersonic aerodynamic decelerator (Figure 19), followed by a final
propulsive descent to the Martian surface. This two-stage design was chosen in order to obtain a high payload mass
fraction for descent. The CEDL weighs 15t fully fueled, and is capable of landing up to 35t on the surface of Mars.
Its flight path parameters are detailed in Figure 21. Following a nominal trajectory, the vehicle will cover 2000km
from the time it begins its descent until its final landing. The vehicle is
expected to experiences up to 1.5 G’s during the aerodynamic descent.
The hypersonic inflatable decelerator is a clamped torus design, with a
40m outside diameter and pressurized using solid gas generators. The
decelerator has been designed for a low ballistic coefficient (28kg/m2
with maximum payload) and therefore low terminal velocity and fuel
required to land safely on the surface of Mars. The propulsive descent
will use 2.5t of hydrazine as a monopropellant, with precision detailed Figure 20. Landing Gear Specifications
in Figure 22. The landing gear was designed with the loads/ margins of
safety in Figure 20.

Figure 22. Propulsive Terminal Descent Precision
Figure 21. Flight Path Parameters for CEDL

5. Phase 4: Crew Transport and Construction
5.1. Crew Transport Vehicle

Figure 23. CTV Inflatable Structure Optimization to Fit in a Falcon

Figure 24. Tank Specifications

Three Crew Transport Vehicles (CTVs), reusable, inflatable spacecraft, will be used to shuttle crews of four between
EML1 and LMO. The spacecraft is broken down into three primary areas: lower level, upper level and attic. A
breakdown of each level can be found in Figure 27 and visualized in Figures 25 and 26.

Figure 25. Lower Level of Crew Transport Vehicle

Figure 26. Upper Level of Crew Transport Vehicle

The shared floor between the two levels will be a
Skylab derived isogrid consisting of many small
triangular cuts, which can be used along with cleated
shoes to help the astronauts to move around and
restrain themselves on either floor. Radiation
shielding from GCR’s will be provided by a 5cm
water wall encased within a cylindrical shell
surrounding the two primary habitable floors. This
will double as the potable water storage space for the
crew. Additional shielding from SPE’s will be
provided from storm shelters in the sleeping quarters
via 20 cm thick polyethylene blocks located on
sleeping quarter ceilings. Carbon dioxide will be
scrubbed using a Sabatier reactor and the water cycle
will use an ISS derived urine processor assembly and
water processor assembly, which will have a
Figure 27. Breakdown of CTV Space Allocation
combined reliability of 90% with onboard
redundancies. A failure of the water processor and urine processor assemblies is not mission critical, as the water
wall provides enough potable water for a safe return to Earth at any phase of the mission.
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Figure 28. Allowable weekly EVA hours for Nominal Crews (left); Prebreathe Time for various O2 Levels

5.2. Crew Transport Timeline
Crew transport to the Martian surface will begin in April 2044. The
first CTV (CTV 1) will launch from Cape Canaveral, FL to LEO
aboard an SLS Block 1B in mid-April 2044 and remain in LEO for
three weeks, before departing for EML1. The first crew will launch
three weeks later aboard a Falcon 9 and travel directly to EML1
where the rocket will meet CTV 1. The SLS upper stage will jettison
its fairing and the Dragon capsule and trunk will attach to the
forward end of the CTV after detaching from the SLS stage two.
Once docking procedures are complete, the CTV will inflate and
crew will transfer to the CTV. Shortly after, two crewmembers will
perform an EVA to transfer the additional items from the Dragon
Figure 29. CTV Mass Limitations
trunk to the CTV. Before departing for LMO, the CTV vehicle
configuration, or SpaceTrain, will refuel at the EML1 Fuel Depot.
The first crew will arrive at LMO 180 days after their departure from
EML1 in October 2044. At this time, the SpaceTrain will dock with
the previously sent EDL crew capsule using the CTV’s available
docking port. Crew will transfer to the EDL/A vehicle and depart for
the Martian surface. The SpaceTrain will remain in LMO for 545
days, when the next available launch window to Earth occurs. CTV 1
will arrive at LMO in October 2046. Prior to its arrival, the second
crew will depart Earth in July 2046 at meet CTV 2 at EML1. CTV 2
will perform the same procedures at EML1 as discussed above and,
Figure 30. SpaceTrain Configuration
ultimately, arrive at LMO in June 2048. CTV 1 will remain at EML1
until the third crew arrives in September 2048. CTV 1 will transport crew 3 to LMO, arriving in August 2050. CTV
2 will depart LMO in June 2048 and arrive at EML1 in December 2048, where it will await the launch of crew 4 in
November 2050. Crew 4 will arrive at LMO in April 2051 aboard the CTV 2,
which will then remain in LMO for future crew rotation missions after 2054,
exploration missions, and possible emergency egress use. CTV 1 will once again
depart LMO in August 2050 and arrive at EML1 in February 2051 where it will
await the transport of crew 6 in January 2053. Crew 5 will also depart Earth in
January 2053 and will met with CTV 3 in EML1. Both crew 5 and 6 will arrive at
LMO in June 2053, with crew 5 arriving one week earlier than crew 6. All 24
crew members will have landed on the Martian surface by June 2053.
5.3. Crew EDL/A
A custom-designed reusable rocket will be used to transport crew members
between low Martian orbit and Hellas Planitia on the surface of Mars. Initially,
Figure 31. Crew EDL Vehicle
the rocket will be transported to low Martian orbit using the upper stage of an
SLS. Upon arrival of the first crew, the EDL/A vehicle will refuel at the LMO refueling station, and then dock with

the CTV to receive the crew. The vehicle will then enter a powered descent scheme into the Martian atmosphere and
land near the crew habitat. The primary mission of the EDL/A crew vehicle is to safely and reliably transport 4 crew
members between LMO and the surface, with its secondary mission being the transportation of consumables to the
surface from the CTV, as well as pressurized gases and water from refinery on the surface to the CTV. The vehicle
has a gross mass of 7.6t, which includes 3.65t of crew and cargo, with height of 3.75m and diameter of 6m. It has
the capability to dock to CTV, transfer crew and cargo between vessels, descend to the surface, refuel/restock
pressurized gases, and launch back up to LMO. See Figure 31 for a visual of the Crew EDL Vehicle.
5.3.1 Propulsion and Heat Shield
The EDL/A vehicle will be powered by four custom engines that run on liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen. Each
engine has an Isp of 465 seconds and is capable of producing 80kN of thrust. The engines are fed from two tanks,
one for liquid hydrogen and one for liquid oxygen. The tank sizing was based on a 6:1 fuel mixture ratio of the
engines and a change in velocity of 4.82 km/s. The hydrogen tank can hold 5.6t of fuel and the oxygen tank can hold
33.4 tons of oxidizer. Attitude control of the vehicle will be achieved with four sets of two opposing thrusters 90°
around the craft. The thrusters are fueled by compressed CO2 and can produce 311kN of thrust. Heating during
reentry will be mitigated using both a deployable heat shield and ablative heat shield. The deployable heat shield is
similar to the HIADs used in the cargo descent; it will deploy from a stored position on the side of the aircraft. The
inflatable heat shield will separate flow from the sides of the rocket and prevent skin friction heating. The leading
side of the inflatable heat shield will be covered with Nextel 440, which can withstand temperatures up to 1600K.
When the EDL/A vehicle slows to a speed in which heating becomes less serious, valves on the inflatables will open
allowing the shield to deflate and be reeled back into the rocket. The engine block will be covered by the PICA-X
ablative heat shield developed by NASA and SpaceX. This material can withstand temperatures up to 2100 K and
ablates a minimal amount with each use, which allows for maximum reusability.
5.4. Construction
5.4.1. Atlas Crane
The Atlas Martian Crane is designed to lift, carry, and position all of the habitat components. As depicted in the
figure below, the crane autonomously exits from its egress vehicle and deploys its boom tower. It has a collapsed
footprint measuring 4.5m wide, 4m tall and 14m long; when fully deployed, this footprint grows to be 9.25m wide,
30m tall (9 taller when boom arm is at a 30deg angle to lift the hubs/halls out their EDL vehicle) and 14m long. The
boom tower and arm have a deployed reach of 28m above the vehicle and an 18m radius around the vehicle. The
crane has a dry mass of 24t and a wet mass of 31t. The Atlas Martian Crane uses a methane combustion engine to
mechanically power its continuous track drive system, as well as provide electricity to charge its 30kW Li-ion
battery that provides power for all of the electronics and actuators. It is normally operated by teleoperation, but it
also can be controlled manually or autonomously if telecommunication is lost. The crane utilizes a two cable system
to provide better stability and maneuverability when lifting its payloads. It also uses a custom gondola attachment to
assist the astronauts when exiting their EDL vehicle, a regolith scoop to assist with burying the habitat, and a
detachable regolith counterweight basket to provide additional stability when lifting and transporting the hubs/halls.

Figure 32. Atlas Crane shown, starting with its landing in the cargo EDL vehicle and ending with its full deployment

5.4.2. Magellan Rover
During the initial construction phase of the Mars habitat, the crew will live in two pressurized Magellan Mk2.1
rovers. The Magellan Mk2.1 is derived from the University of Maryland’s 2000 Aerospace Senior Capstone project,
which was designed for use on the Moon. The Mk2.1 has various redesigns for Mars including adding avionics
systems to communicate with μNet, MRO, and Odyssey; upgrading the suspension and wheels for Mars gravity; and
increasing power capabilities. The Magellan 2.1 is 11.5 x 7.5 x 5.6 m with a habitable volume of 56.7m3 and a
nominal mission duration of 120 days for a crew of three. The life support system scrubs CO2 via a two-bed
molecular sieve that is regenerable. The rover's power system consists of a 100m2 solar array, which produces an

average of 15kW during the day. It can store energy in a 1mt advanced rechargeable li-ion battery and is also
equipped with proton exchange membrane fuel cell. Three Magellan Mk2.1 pressurized rovers will land on Mars
separately from the crew. Upon crew landing, the rovers will autonomously navigate to their location, allowing the
crew to simply EVA over to the Magellan and enter through the suitports. The crew is expected to live in the Mk2.1
rovers for only a month before being able to move
into one of the habitat modules permanently
5.4.3. Construction Timeline
Stage 1, will take about one month to complete and
by the end of that, the crew will move into the first
crewed module. This is the minimum completion of
the habitat that will allow the crew to move in. In
the event this takes longer than expected, the crew
is capable of being supported in the pressurized
rovers for three full months, yet there is high
priority on moving the crew out of the rovers and
into the habitat as quickly as possible. This is
primarily for the crew's mental health but also
Figure 33. Construction Timeline Visual
helps reduce load on the rovers. Stage 2, which
consists of completing the greenhouses and crewed section such that the crew will soon be entirely capable of
supporting themselves, will be completed approximately 9 months after the crew's initial landing. Shortly following
the completed greenhouses, crops will begin producing and the crew can slowly shift their diets over to their selfsufficient food source. It is at this point in time, that time will have to start being devoted to maintaining the crops.
During this and the remaining stages, until completion of Stage 5, the miners will collect regolith for both regolith
deposition and the processing facility. In Stage 3, the crew will be constructing the remaining crewed modules and
greenhouses to support the addition of the second crew. At the completion of this stage, the entire left hand side of
the habitat matrix will be completed and the habitat will be capable of supporting both crews. This will be
completed shortly before June 2040, approximately 2 years after the first crew landed, when the second crew is set
to arrive. During this time period, the dried food that the second crew brought with them will be used to supplement
their diets until the plants are fully capable of supporting them. This additional food will allow our combined crew
to live a full year without any supplement from the crops. Because the greenhouses will also be fully operational
before our first crew exhausts their two-year supply of dried food, any leftover food will be used in case of an
emergency crop failure. After the second crew's landing, Stage 4 will consist of crews maintaining greenhouses and
completing the remainder of the habitat matrix. Following this stage, the habitat will be fully capable of supporting
the entire 24 person crew, and the habitat will be ready for regolith deposition. This will be completed a year later in
June 2041, one year in advance of the third crew’s landing. Stage 5 will be the final stage of construction when the
habitat is covered with a 5m layer of regolith for radiation shielding. This final stage will be completed by mid-2042
for the arrival of the third crew. From this point on, the habitat will be self-sufficient and the crew will no longer
need to worry about exposure to radiation, except during EVAs.

Figure 34. Visual of Martian Regolith-Covering for Habitat

5.4.4. Radiation Shielding
The habitats and airlocks will need to be covered by a 5-meter layer of Martian regolith to provide a reliable
shielding against harmful galactic cosmic rays and ultraviolet rays. However, airlocks will be subjected to 12 meters
of regolith, and halls will be subjected to 10 meters of regolith, and hubs will be subjected to 5 meters of regolith
due to their relative positions. Moreover, based on the maximum depth of regolith that will be applied to airlocks
and halls, a compressive stress analysis was studied in order to find the maximum regolith compressive load. The
results of the analysis showed that the maximum regolith compressive stress on the airlock is 67kPa, and the

maximum compressive stress on the hall is 56 kPa. Both the airlocks and halls have a safety factor greater than 3.0
for compressive regolith loads due to the internal loads as a result of pressurization.
6. Phase 5: Independence
By the year 2054, Asimov City will become Earth-independent. The settlement will be able to sustainably provide
all of the necessary food, water, shelter and power that the crew will need to live and thrive on Mars. In addition to
simply living on Mars, the crew will perform various tasks to further research in a number of fields.
6.1. Habitat and Lifestyle
In the overall habitat configuration, there are 4 specific modules dedicated to the crew; two halls and two hubs, and
7 dedicated for greenhouse space. The halls contain the living quarters, bathrooms, medical wing, exercise room,
laundry facilities, maintenance bay and storage. The hubs house the multipurpose room, kitchen, control room, food
storage and free space. These modules are all connected by airlocks.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 35. Longitudinal Acceleration Stress: (a) Hub, (b) Hall; Regolith Stress: (c) Hub, (d) Hall

6.1.1. Diet
The crew’s diet will be based on the USDA’s
requirements for a 75th percentile active
male. This includes all necessary vitamins
and minerals as well as the macronutrients.
In order to design the most effective diet, an
optimization was used that minimized crop
and fish tank area while maintaining all the
Figure 36. Internal Stress Analysis (left); Regolith Stress Analysis (right)
necessary nutrients. This resulted in
2
approximately 34m of area per crew member
of crop space. In order to promote a more di
verse and amiable food selection plan for the
crew, the diet will rotate between 5 various
regiments (see Figure 40), each lasting
between 3 and 4 months (depending on the
growth time for the specific vegetables in
each diet). Approximately 53m2/CM of crop
space is available. The majority of this space
(34m2) will be used for the crew’s main diet.
10m2 per person will always be dedicated to
back up crops. 5m2 per person will be used for
personal plots. This allows the crew to grow
Figure 37. Interior of Hub
whatever they like to give them more variety
in their meals and to give them more autonomy. Due to the short shelf
lives of medicine, 4m2 per person will be used for medicinal crops. Using
several types of plants, certain plant-derived pharmaceutical proteins
(PDPs) and therapeutics can be developed. Tilapia was chosen to be
cultivated due to its durability, breeding habits, and diet. Spirulina, a type
of algae with high nutritional value and fast grow time, will also be
produced. The greenhouses were designed to provide the optimal amount
of growing space while following two main criteria: at least 0.75m wide
walking spaces and all crops within a 0.67m reaching distance. In

Figure 38. Lower Hub Floor Layout

Figure 35. Lower Hall Floor Layout

addition, a certain number of fish tanks were required to grow the fish needed. This led to two hall configurations,
one with 161.3m² of growing space and one with 129.3m² of growing space and 80m3 of fish tanks, as well as a hub
configuration with 133.6m² of growing space. This leads to 1276.9m2 of growing space, over 450m2 more than the
required diet, and 160m3 of fish tanks, over 40m3 more than the required diet.

Figure 41. Diet Requirements

Figure 40. Rotational Diet Constituents

6.1.2. Waste Management and Water Purification
Most of the waste will be sent the anaerobic digester where methane, CO2, and fertilizer will be created. All trash
that cannot be added to the digester or is not water will be
discarded. The compost that the anaerobic digester creates
will work as an aeration system in the greenhouse. Aerobic
bacteria will be added to the compost to help break it down
while consuming oxygen and releasing CO2 as well as
nitrate for the soil. Earthworms will also be introduced
into the soil (vericomposting) to help break down more
compost. The soil needed for the plants will be a mixture
of the compost created and soil from the surface, which
contains all necessary nutrients except nitrogen. Nitrogen
can be implemented using nitrifying bacteria that live in
both the fish tanks and soil. There will be 2 different
Figure 42. Waste Management and Water Purification
storage tanks containing potable water for drinking and
System
hygiene water for processes such as laundry. A large amount of the water is located in the subsurface flow system
for the plants. Water that enters is either evaporated, absorbed by the plants and transpired or consumed, or collected
and directed to the fish tanks before going back to the subsurface flow system. Water in the atmosphere is collected
by humidifiers and directed to the fish tanks or purified with chlorine and directed to storage.
6.1.3. Lighting and Atmosphere
LEDs will be used to light the crew modules and provide the light for plants to grow due to their advantages over
CFLs and incandescent bulbs, including a longer usable life of 50,000 hours, better efficiency at converting power to
light, and less outputted heat concerns. The greenhouses will rely solely on artificial light due to the weak sunlight at
Mars. Measures need to be taken for a consistent and safe atmosphere because the plants produce more oxygen than
humans consume, and humans exhale less carbon dioxide than the plants need. The carbon dioxide discrepancy is
rectified through a combination of the carbon dioxide outputted by the anaerobic digesters and inputted from the
Martian atmosphere. The excess oxygen is removed through a combination of combusting methane outputted by the
anaerobic digesters and pressure swing absorption to isolate and remove oxygen in the atmosphere. The Sabatier
process acts as a backup carbon dioxide removal process in case of crop failure.
6.1.4. Communication
A reliable communication network infrastructure is required on the surface. Communication transfers within a
habitat module will be handled through the use of space grade Ethernet, similar to SpaceWire. This system will be

full duplex to allow for maximum uplink and downlink between electronics and the central computer. All outbound
communication to other nodes of habitat or to rovers will be routed through an Ad Hoc wireless network. Routers
transfer information at rate of 2-11 Mbps and require 40-200 mW per byte of data transferred. The optimal range
that the wireless network can reach is 6 miles. The Ad Hoc system has built in redundancy and reliability.
6.1.5. Power
The habitat will have two main power sources. The primary power source will be induced nuclear fission within
three 100kW Fission Surface Power (FSP) nuclear reactors (Figure 43), while the secondary power source will be
solar power from numerous electric solar panels. The FSP reactor was designed by the NASA Fission Surface
Power Team, but was scaled up from 40kW to 100kW for the purpose of this project. The reactors are fueled by
Uranium-Dioxide, and have various safety systems in place that prevent the reactor from reaching a critical state
prior to the intended start time. The shielding around the reactor
module, in addition to its regolith berm reduces the radiation levels to
below the standard limit of 5 rems/year for the settlement residents.
6.2. Science Goals
In order to maximize the effectiveness of Asimov City, the crew will
perform a series of science missions to better understand Mars’
history and the effects of sending humans to another planet for a long
duration of time. The main areas of experimentation will focus on the
study of geological features, psychological effects of long-term
human isolation, as well as physiological effects of long term Mars
habitation.

Figure 43. FSP Reactor with Regolith Berm

6.3. Crew Rotations
After 2054, the Asimov City mission will have the capability of performing crew rotations every 2 years at no cost
other than that of launching crews from the Earth’s surface to LEO. All other propellant will come from the Moon
and Martian surface. The SLS upper stages already in LMO and L1 will be used to transport the CTV/Spacetrain to
and from LMO. The crew EDL/A vehicle will be used to ascent and landing. All of these operations will be
performed in the same manner as they were for crew rotations before 2054. One suggestion for negating the costs of
the launch from Earth to LEO was to sell the 3 extra Dragon capsule seats to space tourists interested in a few day
trip to LEO. The fee charged for this “space ride” could help to negate launch costs and help the project to maintain
zero budget and Earth independence.
6.4 Conclusion
Sending people to live on Mars is no simple matter. This planned Mars mission requires a huge amount of
infrastructure, but innovative applications of current technology will allow this mission to succeed. Figure 44 below
shows a list of all key technologies used in the mission with their corresponding technology readiness levels,
showing that this mission is possible with today’s technology. From the lunar mining equipment to the life support
system in the habitat, all of the key technologies have been designed to achieve the goal of creating an Earthindependent Martian settlement by the year 2054.

Figure 44. Key Technologies and their Corresponding Technology Readiness Levels

7. Appendix A. Compliance Matrix

Earth Independent Mars Pioneering Architecture Theme
Is the overall system architecture sufficiently addressed?
Have you proposed synergistic application of innovative capabilities and/or new technologies for evolutionary architecture
development to enable future missions, reduce cost, or improve safety?
Does your scenario address novel applications (through scientific evaluation and rationale of mission operations) with an
objective of NASA sustaining a permanent and exciting space exploration program?
Have you considered unique combinations of the planned elements with innovative capabilities/technologies to support
crewed and robotic exploration of the solar system?
Have you addressed reliability and human safety in trading various design options?
Have you identified the appropriate key technologies and TRLs?
Have you identified the systems engineering and architectural trades that guide the recommended approach?
Have you provided a realistic assessment of how the project would be planned and executed (including a project schedule
with a test and development plan)?
Have you included information on annual operating costs (i.e., budget)?
Have you given attention to synergistic applications of NASA’s planned current investments (within your theme and beyond)?
*Extra credit given to additional inclusion of synergistic commercial applications*

Does your paper meet the 10-15 page limitation?
Team Info

Y/N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Graphic of Concept/Technology

University of Maryland, College Park
Asimov City, Dr. David Akin, Jaclyn Rupert
Undergraduate Team

Summarize Critical Points Addressing Theme Compliance and Innovation

Asimov City will allow a crew of 24 people to live on the surface of Mars. This mission is complex, but Asimov City should be able to
operate within the given budget constraints. The habitat components will be sent to Mars starting in 2031, and the settlement itself will
be gradually built and covered with regolith using the Atlas Crane. Lunar resource acquisition with the Lunar Miner and refueling at the
Earth-Moon L1 Fuel Depot will increase the payload of rockets heading to Mars. The crew will arrive later and assist in final assembly of
the settlement. In the event the crew wants to leave Mars, they will have the ability to rotate between Mars and Earth via the Crew
Transport Vehicle. Should the crew decide to stay on Mars, Asimov City will be self-sufficient by the year 2054 through the use of
integrated components like greenhouses and additional resource acquisition on the Martian surface.
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